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Micrographs of motile curved bacteria were collected from the literature as described in 

Methods 1 of the main text.  In a single case (Vibrio cholerae), several images were downloaded 
from an academic website (http://remf.dartmouth.edu/images/), but all other species images were 
extracted from peer-reviewed publication PDF files (Table S2) via Adobe Acrobat®.  Species 
that appeared in images only as spheres or straight rods were omitted.  Hence, while we included 
some straight rod individuals in the dataset, our focus was on curvature since straight rods have 
already been surveyed elsewhere (1).  Images frequently contained a variety of other shapes (e.g. 
spirals), but only the individuals with shapes representable in our 2D curved rod parameter space 
(i.e. curved and straight rods, and spheres) were included in our measurements.  Images with 
fewer than 50% of cells exhibiting representable shapes were discarded.  Efforts were made to 
exclude cells that appeared to be undergoing division or sporulation.  In transmission and 
scanning electron microscope images, effort was made to only include cells transected through 
their centerlines or oriented such that their centerlines were aligned with the image plane.   

We note that while extremely curved, ring-shaped bacterial species do exist (e.g. 
Thioalkalimicrobium cyclicum (2), Rhodocyclus purpureus (3), Microcyclus spp. (4), 
Cyclobacterium sediminis (5)), none are motile except perhaps “occasional” individuals of 
Nitrosovibrio tenuis (6).  While we restricted our study to motile bacteria, the question of why 
some non-motile bacteria are also curved (e.g. Pelagibacter ubique) is equally intriguing (7). 

Cells were segmented using MicrobeJ (8).  Due to poor contrast and insufficient resolution, 
many images required manual pre-processing to exclude cells not fitting the above criteria and to 
assist the successful segmentation of others.  The “Rod-Shaped” shape type was used, allowing 
for curvature of the cell centerline and outputting its average value as well as centerline arclength 
and cell width.  Example segmented images are shown in Fig. S 1.  Scale bars, when present, 
were used to calibrate measurements and compute equivalent spherical diameter (ESD) as a 
measure of size; when scale bars were absent, mean cell width and length values from the article 
text were used to estimate median ESD. 

To calculate Goodness of Fit (GoF) between the theoretically Pareto-optimal regions and 
observed bacterial shapes, we computed a polygonal boundary around the latter data points using 
MATLAB’s boundary function with the default shrink factor of 0.5 (Fig. S 2).  This is slightly 
different than the convex hull since it is allowed to envelope the points more tightly.  We 
implicitly included the   axis (i.e., all straight rods) as data points in this calculation since 
previous work (1) has shown the wide diversity of straight rod aspect ratios.  While the majority 
of curved rod species medians exhibited   < 10, there were a few highly elongated outliers (Fig. 
S 2):  Helicobacter mastomyrinus (  = 20.7) and Methanospirillum hungatei (  = 12.4).  Since 
our simulated morphospace only extends to   = 10, we intersected the boundary curve with a 
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vertical line at this location to form a finite-size two-dimensional region (Fig. S 2) that we could 
compare with our Pareto-optimal regions and compute GoFs. 

2. Size versus shape 
 
While size (i.e., equivalent spherical diameter, ESD) is a critically important trait in bacteria 

(9), we only considered shape here.  This is largely because within our modeling framework, 
including size as another trait in addition to   and   would not have any effect on our 
predictions of Pareto-optimal shapes.  Our definition of Swimming Efficiency (SI 10.3) is scale-
invariant (within the bounds of Stokes flow), and similarly for our other tasks (Chemotactic SNR 
– SI 10.5, Construction Ease – SI 10.8, Tumbling Ease – SI 10.6, Nutrient Uptake – SI 10.7), an 
increase in scale would affect all bacterial shapes equivalently.  Therefore, a change in ESD 
while holding shape constant would scale our performances up or down but not change the 
performance landscape topography (i.e. shape of contours) – the effects of shape on task 
performances (SI 10.2) and Pareto-optimality (SI 12) would be unchanged.   

This is not to say that there are no interactions between size and shape in bacteria.  For 
instance, in the case of chemotaxis, one might expect a cost of elongation related to diffusion 
time for signaling molecules to get between poles of the cell for bacteria with flagella at both 
poles (10), since diffusive intra-cell communication is probably needed to synchronize flagellar 
rotation directions and maintain effective swimming versus tumbling.  However, a calculation by 
Dusenbery (11) suggested intra-cell communication to be fast enough for cells less than about 14 
μm long, and our longest simulated 1 μm3 cells were only 5.1 μm long for   = 10.   Once the 
diffusion time is sufficiently short, it is unclear whether further reductions would have a fitness 
benefit since other timescales (e.g., time spent reorienting) would likely become more 
constraining, hence we did not consider a performance metric based on this diffusion time here. 

 

 

Bacteria live in a fluid environment dominated by the effects of viscosity, with inertia of 
virtually no importance.  This fact is quantified by the Reynolds number ( Re ULρ μ= , where 
ρ  is fluid density, μ  dynamic viscosity, U  swimming speed, and L  cell size), which is 
approximately 10-8 for a 1 μm bacterium moving at 10 μm s-1 in water of density 103 kg m-3 and 
viscosity 10-3 Pa s.  Since Re << 1, the flow around swimming bacteria is entirely in the creeping 
flow regime, and the Navier-Stokes equations that govern fluid flow are greatly simplified since 
the non-linear inertial terms are negligible.  The flow of water around a bacterium is thus well-
approximated by the Stokes flow equations: 
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where p  is pressure, μ  dynamic viscosity, and u  velocity.  These flows are quasi-steady 
in that the only time dependence is due to time-varying boundary conditions.  The Boundary 
Element Method (BEM) has been extensively used to solve these equations for fluid flows 
around small particles and microorganisms and can be very efficient due to the effective 
reduction in dimensionality of the problem from 3D to 2D.  In a BEM, velocities anywhere in the 
fluid domain are related to traction (i.e., surface stress) on the domain boundaries through a 
boundary integral equation: 

 1( ) ( , ) ( )
8 s

dS
πμ

= ⋅Su x x f ξξ ξ   (2) 

where ( )u x  is the velocity at point x , S  represents the domain boundaries, ( )f ξ  is the 
traction (i.e., the force per unit area imparted by the solid boundary on the fluid) at point ξ  on 
the boundaries, and, in a traditional BEM, ( , )S x ξ  represents the fundamental solution to 
equation (1), i.e. the flow field due to a singular point force at ξ  termed the “Stokeslet” (see e.g. 
(12).  The presence of the singular Stokeslet in most BEMs introduces a significant 
disadvantage: the boundary integrals in traditional BEMs not only require high computational 
effort, but often special treatment by the programmer to be computed at all.   

 

 
The method of regularized Stokeslets (RSM) introduced by Cortez et al. (13) largely 

ameliorates the burden of programming a BEM. Briefly, Cortez et al. replaced the Stokeslets of 
the traditional BEM by “regularized Stokeslets,” resembling spatially concentrated but finite-
magnitude regions of force density, with the sharpness controlled by the regularization parameter 
ε : 
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where i i ir x ξ= −  and ijδ  denotes the Kronecker delta tensor.  This results in the regularized 

version of equation (2): 

 1( ) ( , ) ( )
8 s

dSε

πμ
= ⋅Su x x f ξξ ξ   (4) 

As ε  is decreased toward zero, ( ),ijS x ξ  approaches the singular Stokeslet.  The boundary 

integrals arising from the regularized Stokeslet method, although still often near-singular, are 
readily handled by general purpose numerical integration routines, and the numerical error 
introduced by a non-zero ε  can be understood and controlled through convergence studies.  

While Cortez et al. introduced an excellent tool for the study of low-Re flows, their original 
implementation, which employs the same discretization for both traction and numerical 
quadrature, is too computationally expensive for large-scale studies.  Smith (12) later suggested 

4. The regularized Stokeslet method
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that traction be discretized independently of the quadrature nodes, which is highly advantageous 
since traction can usually be well represented by far fewer mesh nodes than the number of 
quadrature points required to accurately compute the near-singular boundary integrals. We refer 
the reader to Smith (12) and Cortez et al. (13) for full details of this boundary element 
regularized Stokeslet method, and focus here on differences between Smith's implementation and 
ours.  

 

 
While Smith’s proof-of-concept demonstration (12) used a constant-force discretization for 

traction and a first-order flat triangular mesh, the method presented here uses isoparametric 2nd 
order (quadratic) triangles as in Shum et al. (14).  Although a custom meshing algorithm could 
have been designed to mesh the curved rod bodies and helical flagella, we desired to maintain 
maximum generality in the interests of future work and opted to use an existing software suite 
designed specifically for this task.  The SALOME Platform (15) includes a geometry creation 
module as well as a meshing module, and is scriptable via Python to automate the construction 
and meshing of arbitrary geometries. We used the Netgen (16) 1D-2D algorithm that is included 
within SALOME to construct 6-node (T6) quadratic triangular surface meshes.  

Due to the use of adaptive integration for the boundary integrals, the dependence of the 
solution on the surface mesh refinement was much reduced.  In fact, we found that 
SALOME/Netgen could typically only successfully produce fairly refined meshes (Fig. S 3), 
beyond what would be necessary for accurate simulations. Mesh refinement was controlled 
primarily by minimum and maximum element size, and to account for bodies of different 
elongation, these were scaled to be proportional to the square root of body radius.  While this 
strategy worked in most cases, occasional meshing failures were overcome by increasing mesh 
refinement further.  All body meshes passed an automated series of tests (e.g., enclosed volume 
acceptably close to expected, maximum angle between adjacent element normals sufficiently 
small) and each body mesh was also visually inspected.  Flagella mesh refinement was also 
controlled by minimum and maximum element size.  Meshing of flagella was extremely reliable 
since the key parameter, flagellum radius, was kept constant for all simulations.  

We further improved upon the methods of both Smith (12) and Shum et al. (14) by taking 
advantage of an existing adaptive quadrature routine for simplices, ADISMP (17), to handle the 
boundary integrals in a highly accurate yet efficient way.  We used ADISMP to adaptively 
subdivide mesh elements into smaller triangles until an absolute integration error estimate was 
below the desired tolerance; this tolerance was scaled with element surface area so that a 
tolerance per unit element area was effectively used.  We placed no limit on the number of 
element subdivisions allowed, and achieved the fastest convergence with a 5th order integration 
rule, though higher order rules are included in ADISMP. 

To take advantage of modern multi-core computer architectures, much of the code was 
parallelized via the parfor construct in MATLAB.  In particular, boundary integrals were 

5. Our implementation 
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parallelized over the collocation points (i.e., mesh vertices).  In addition, computationally 
intensive parts of the code (primarily the boundary integrals) were further sped up by 
approximately a factor of 30 by converting the MATLAB code into compiled C code, with 
parallelization preserved through OpenMP, via the MATLAB Coder toolbox.  Although our 
MATLAB implementation is limited to shared memory parallelization and cannot take 
advantage of distributed memory parallelism over multiple compute nodes, reasonable run times 
(on the order of 1 - 10 minutes) were observed for our problems on 20-core Intel E6500 servers. 
Furthermore, sweeps over our  ,   parameter space could be run independently, in parallel, on 
several servers at once.  

 

6.1.  Body 
Body geometry was defined as described in Methods 2 and Fig. 1.  Note that because we are 

focused on shape and not size (i.e., equivalent spherical diameter, ESD), all of our performance 
predictions (e.g., Fig. 3) are presented as ratios normalized to the performance of an equal-
volume spherical body (SI 10.2).  Hence the choice of 1 µm3 volume for all body shapes is 
arbitrary though nonetheless realistic for many bacteria. 

As part of our parameter space, we included important degenerate cases of a general curved 
rod.    = 1,   = 0 is a spherical body.    > 1,   = 0 yields straight rods (i.e., capsules) of 
increasing slenderness as   is increased.    = 1 would theoretically be a ring-like shape with 
touching poles, but this extreme case is not studied here.  In fact, there are two regions of the 
theoretical morphospace that result in problematic ring-like geometries.  As   approaches unity 
particularly for large  , it becomes increasingly likely that the flagellum intersects the body as it 
rotates, and these cases were handled by shifting the flagellum position slightly (details in SI 
6.2).  In addition, as   approaches unity for small  , the torus-shaped body eventually becomes 
self-intersecting as the inner radius approaches zero.  Hence, the simulated morphospace is not a 
full rectangular region (Fig. 2A, Fig. S 14).  

6.2.  Flagellum 
The flagellum was modeled as a modified right-handed helix of finite circular cross section 

(Fig. S 3) as in Shum et al. (14).  We note that while most bacteria (e.g. Escherichia coli, 
Salmonella typhimurium) seem to have left-handed flagella that primarily rotate 
counterclockwise (18, 19), many exceptions of right-handed flagella and clockwise rotation are 
known (20–24), with the choice being arbitrary for the purposes of this study.  Flagellum 
centerline coordinates are defined according to Higdon's (25) original suggestion: 
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where a  is the helix amplitude, 2k π λ=  is the wavenumber and λ  the wavelength, and 

EK  is a growth parameter controlling how quickly the helix amplitude increases from zero to a 
as one travels away from the body.  The latter modification allows more natural “attachment” of 
the flagellum to the body, along the helix centerline.  The parameter ζ  varies from zero to nλλ , 
the length of the flagellum axis.  As in Shum et al. (14), the flagellum is capped by hemispheres 
at both ends. The radius of the flagellum was kept constant at 5% of the equivalent spherical 
radius of the body, resulting in a flagellum radius of 0.03 μm.  This is slightly larger than the 1 – 
4% typically found in bacteria, but reduces computational cost and is identical to the choice of 
Shum et al. (14) to facilitate comparison of results.  Since the flagella of multiflagellated species 
often form a bundle during a “run” that is well approximated by a single thick helical tube (26), 
our choice can also be regarded as an intermediate approximation to both monotrichous and 
multitrichous bacteria.  

Fujita and Kawai (27) found a relatively weak relationship between the amplitude growth 
rate parameter KE and swimming efficiency so, like Shum et al. (14), we fixed KE  to vary with 
flagellum wavelength such that 1Ek K = . Hence, we varied three independent parameters of our 
model helical flagella: amplitude a, wavelength λ, and number of wavelengths nλ . 

For nearly all (see below) simulations, the flagellum was joined near one pole of the body 
and oriented such that the axis of the helix was aligned with the centerline of the body (Fig. S 3).  
As in Shum et al. (14), a small gap equal to one flagellum radius usually existed between the 
flagellum and body to prevent numerical problems due to the counter-rotation of the two 
surfaces. However, for ring-like body shapes of   near unity, this configuration can lead to 
intersection of the flagellum with the other pole of the body.  Before the simulation started, when 
any intersections over a flagellum rotation were detected, the flagellum was iteratively shifted 
back slightly (by half a flagellum radius) until there was enough clearance.  This modification 
allowed such body shapes to be paired with physically realistic flagellum shapes.  In all cases the 
flagellum was allowed to rotate around its axis relative to the body, but was otherwise 
constrained to move with the body (see SI 7). 

Swimming performance is not only affected by the shape of the flagellum but also its 
orientation relative to the body.  There is significant variation and uncertainty in this poorly 
quantified aspect of bacterial morphology (28), in large part due to orientation being a dynamic 
quantity determined by the interaction between hydrodynamic forces and the mechanical 
properties of the flagellum (or flagella in multitrichous bundle-forming species), especially of the 
hook region (29).  While it would be prohibitively costly to model a flexible hook or perform a 
parameter sweep over many possible 3D flagellar orientations, we did briefly test one alternative 
configuration inspired by observations from a study of artificially shaped E. coli (30).  In this 
“pole-to-pole” configuration, the flagellum axis is aligned with a line passing through the centers 
of the spheres capping each end of the model bacterium (Fig. S 4).  Results of simulations of this 
configuration are discussed in SI 11.1. 
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To simulate the model bacterium's swimming kinematics, we follow Shum et al. (14) and 

assume that the body has translational velocity U  and rotational velocity Ω B  in a body-attached 
reference frame at any instant in time. Although all points in the body have the same U , a 
reference point rx  is needed to define Ω B ; we chose rx  to be the center of the sphere capping 
the body-end of the flagellum (i.e., the origin of our body-frame coordinate system, Fig. S 3).  
The flagellum moves with the body at U  and Ω B  but additionally rotates relative to the body at 
rotational speed FΩ  around the flagellum axis ˆFe , which is identical to our x-axis (note our 
definition of the unit vector ˆFe  is opposite in direction to that of Shum et al.'s Te ).  If the relative 
position of any point x  relative to rx  is given as r= −x x x , the velocity anywhere on the 
bacterium's surface can be written as: 

 ,( )
ˆ( ) ,

B

B F F

B
FΩ

 + × ∈
= 

+ − × ∈

U Ω x x
u x

U Ω e x x



  (6) 

where B  is the body surface and F  is the flagellum surface.  We have just introduced three 
new unknowns, the vectors U  and Ω B  and scalar FΩ , in addition to the unknown traction f  
on the bacterium in equation (4), so three additional constraints are required to solve the 
problem.  

Since we wish to model a bacterium swimming freely without any externally imposed 
forces (e.g., gravity is neglected), and since inertia is ignored in the Stokes regime, the sum of 
both external forces and torques on the bacterium (i.e., the body and flagellum combined) must 
equal zero at any time.  Since the flagellum is constrained to only rotate around ˆFe  relative to the 
body, we can also specify the torque imposed by the flagellar motor, which acts between the 
body and flagellum.  These conditions are expressed by the following three constraints: 
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  (7) 

where MT  is the specified, constant torque applied by the flagellar motor (arbitrarily 10-6 N μm for all simulations since this yielded swimming speeds of approximately 20 µm s-1).  While 
we used a constant-torque constraint for the flagellar motor as in Shum et al. (14), we note that a 
constant-rotation-rate condition is also commonly applied.  However, this choice is irrelevant to 
our calculation of Swimming Efficiency and our other task performances because this kinematic 

7. Free-swimming constraints
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constraint will merely modify the temporal properties of the swimming trajectory, not its shape 
nor the energy required to traverse a given distance.  

After discretization of the bacterium surfaces into N collocation points (i.e., the vertices of 
the T6 meshes), there are 3N unknown traction components and seven unknown kinematic 
components (the vectors U  and Ω B  and scalar FΩ ).  3N linear equations involving f , U ,  
Ω B , and FΩ  can be written by inserting equation (6) into the boundary integral equation (4).  
Combining these 3N equations with the seven equations contained in the free-swimming 
constraints (7), we can solve for both traction as well as movement kinematics at any instant in 
time.  A dense matrix of equations is obtained, which we solve using MATLAB's built-in 
mldivide function.  

 

 
Simulation of a freely swimming bacterium requires solving a system of ordinary 

differential equations (ODEs) to obtain the location ( )tX  and orientation ( )B tθ  of the bacterium 
in a fixed reference frame as a function of time.  In the case of the constant-torque motor 
condition applied in this study, the phase angle of the flagellum ( )F tθ  is additionally computed.  

ODEs (given below) relate the rates of change X , Bθ , and Fθ  to the instantaneous kinematic 
variables U , BΩ , and FΩ .   

 

8.1.  Interpolation of kinematic variables 
 
U , BΩ , and FΩ  are required as functions of time, but they depend only on the 

instantaneous geometric configuration of the body and flagellum.  While these kinematic 
quantities may be updated during each timestep by rebuilding the entire matrix of boundary 
integral equations and solving them, this is very inefficient for the present problem.  This is 
because the cyclic nature of a single bacterium swimming in an unbounded domain causes U , 

BΩ , and FΩ  to be periodic over each revolution of the flagellum. Therefore, interpolants for 
these functions over flagellar phase angle were created and stored for very fast evaluation at any 

Fθ  during time-stepping.  
Trigonometric interpolation via the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) (31) was used due to 

rapid convergence for periodic data.  Four Fθ  evaluation points were used for all free-swimming 
simulations, since using eight points yielded on the order of 0.001% difference in effective 
swimming speed in tests of several different body and flagellum shapes.  Typical Fourier 
interpolants are shown in Fig. S 5.   

 

8. Swimming trajectories
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8.2.  Performance improvement via tensor rotations 
 
For free-swimming problems involving at least one rigid object that may translate and rotate 

but not deform over time, one may save a possibly significant amount of computational effort by 
recycling some of the boundary integrals that have already been computed at previous times.  
Specifically, the individual boundary integrals in equation (4) corresponding to collocation 
points and mesh elements that are both on the same rigid object do not need to be recomputed 
every time the object translates and/or rotates.  This is because translation will have no effect on 
these integrals, and the effects of rotation can be dealt with relatively quickly via a standard 
rotation of the tensors that were obtained by integrating ( , )S x ξ  previously (i.e. T

rσ R σ R=
where σ  is a rank two tensor, R  is a rotation matrix, and rσ  is the rotated tensor).  Therefore, 
the entire matrix of equations was only built once for each simulation, when evaluating the initial 
phase angle 0Fθ = .  For other phase angles, only the “interaction” entries of the matrix 
corresponding to boundary integrals involving collocation points on the body and mesh elements 
on the flagellum, or collocation points on the flagellum and mesh elements on the body, were 
recomputed.  The integrals for collocation points and elements both on the body were copied 
unchanged, and the integrals for collocation points and elements both on the flagellum were 
recycled via tensor rotations with R  representing a rotation of Fθ  around the flagellum axis ˆFe .  
(The matrix entries arising from the free-swimming constraints in equation (7) were also 
recomputed but the computational cost was insignificant).  Results of simulations using this 
shortcut were compared to those without and were confirmed to be identical. 

 

8.3.  Free-swimming ordinary differential equations 
 
To compute the free-swimming trajectory, we followed the general approaches of Keller 

and Rubinow (32) and Ramia et al. (33), briefly reviewed here.  Let ( )B tr  represent any position 
vector on the body in the body reference frame, and ( )B tR  be the same point represented in the 
fixed reference frame, at time t .  The transformation from ( )B tr  to ( )B tR  consists of a 

translation by ( )tX  and a rotation by 1( )t−A : 
 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )BB t t t t−= + AR X r   (8) 
where 1( )t−A  is a 3 × 3 rotation matrix (34) expressed in terms of three angles, representing 
intrinsic rotations around the z, y', x'' intermediate axes by ( )1

B tθ , ( )2
B tθ , ( )3

B tθ , or 

equivalently, extrinsic rotations around the x, y, z axes by ( )3
B tθ , ( )2

B tθ , ( )1
B tθ  (note, a 

documented (35) typographical error exists in (34), corrected here):  
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  (9) 

The rate of change of ( )tX , X , is related to 1( )t−A  and the body frame velocity ( )tU : 
 1( ) ( ) ( )t t t−= AX U   (10) 
The angles Bθ  and their rates of change Bθ  in the fixed frame are related to the bacterium's 
angular velocity BΩ  in the body frame (34): 

 
3 1 2
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  (11) 

These equations can be solved for Bθ  in terms of BΩ  and Bθ : 
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θ   (12) 

Note that to specify rotations, we use Goldstein et al.'s (34) “xyz-convention” (Tait-Bryan 
angles) instead of the “x-convention” (Euler angles) used by Ramia et al. (33), so that the 
singularity in Bθ  occurs at 2 2Bθ π=   instead of 2 0Bθ =  and all components of Bθ  can be 

initialized to zero. Conveniently, 2
Bθ  did not approach 2π  in any of our simulations and special 

treatment of the singularity was not needed. 
The position of any point on the flagellum over time obeys expressions identical to 

equations (8) and (9) except that ( )3
B tθ  is replaced by 3 ( ) ( )B Ft tθ θ+  to account for the rotation 

of the flagellum relative to the body. The rate of change of the phase angle of the flagellum is 
trivially identical to FΩ  since both are defined in the body frame:  
 F Fθ Ω=   (13) 
 

8.4.  Numerical solution and calculation of swimming speed 
 
MATLAB's ode45 was used to solve the system of differential equations (10), (12), and 

(13) for the evolution of bacterial position X , orientation Bθ , and flagellar phase angle Fθ  over 
time. For all simulations, the midpoint of the body centerline 0X  was used as the initial 
condition (Fig. S 3) and chosen as a reference point to generate swimming trajectories (Fig. 2B, 
Movie S1).  The initial body orientation angles 0

Bθ  and flagellum phase angle 0
Fθ  were both set 

to zero.  Time-stepping was continued until an effective average swimming speed could be 
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accurately determined.  Since evaluating the Fourier interpolants is computationally cheap, this 
was done by brute force: a simple linear trajectory parameterized by effective swimming speed 
U  was fit to the actual, roughly helical swimming trajectory.  The simulated time period was 
repeatedly doubled until the calculated U  changed less than 0.05 % between two consecutive 
doublings. This convergence criterion was achieved within seconds of simulated time for the 
majority of simulations.  

Note that because we assume that the power available to the flagellar motor scales with cell 
volume (i.e., constant power-density), all our constant-volume cells have the same available 
power 0

MP .  Here we chose 0
MP  = 1 femtoWatt, which yields realistic swimming speeds of 

about 20 μm s-1 for most of our modeled cells, but this choice is arbitrary and cancels out when 
we normalize task performances (i.e., swimΨ  and chemoΨ ) to those of a spherical body (SI 10.2).  
Unfortunately, the constant-power constraint is difficult to enforce a priori in simulations.  That 
is, the power dissipated during actual swimming simulations ( MP ) varied across our different 
cell geometries.  However, the swimming kinematics of any model bacterium can easily be 

rescaled to enforce our constant-power condition; in particular, a rescaled swimming speed 
r

U  
can be defined: 

 
2

0
Mr

M

U PU
P

=   (14) 

r
U  is the effective swimming speed that would be achieved if power dissipated were 0

MP  
instead of the morphology-dependent MP  originally realized in the simulations, and can thus be 
fairly compared across body shapes (e.g., Movie S1).  Note that we later distinguish between U  
and 

r
U  corresponding to simulations with swimΨ -optimized flagella ( swimU  and 

r
swimU , SI 10.3) 

versus U  and 
r

U  corresponding to simulations with chemoΨ -optimized flagella ( chemoU  and 
r
chemoU , SI 10.5.2).  Also note that a rescaling procedure is not necessary for the performance 

metrics swimΨ  or chemoΨ  since the former is a dimensionless quantity (SI 10.3) and the latter, 
though having dimensions, is already defined using rescaled speed 

r
chemoU  (SI 10.5.2). 

 
 

 
Convergence studies were performed on several body-flagellum combinations to determine 

satisfactory values for the regularization parameter ε, the absolute integration error tolerances in 
ADISMP, the ode45 absolute and relative error tolerances, and the tolerance used to terminate 

time-stepping when computing swimU .  After some preliminary trial and error to determine 
reasonable starting values, all tolerances were simultaneously halved repeatedly until the 

9. Convergence and validation of numerics
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maximum change of any key variable (i.e., chemoτ , swimU , Swimming Efficiency swimΨ , and 
Chemotactic SNR chemoΨ  – see SI 8.4, 10.3, 10.5) was smaller than 0.01%.  Finally, each 
tolerance parameter was repeatedly doubled one at a time to ensure that computational time was 
not being wasted on unnecessary refinement of any parameter.  In addition, convergence with 
respect to the surface mesh element size was tested by halving min and max element size 
tolerances.  The meshes were generally over-refined (due to limitations in SALOME (15) and/or 
Netgen (16)) and the estimated error in the above variables due to the approximation of the 
geometry by surface meshes was < 0.02%. 

We validated the code by testing Shum et al.'s (14) optimal spheroidal body and flagellum 
combination, and obtained the same swimming efficiency (i.e. their “power efficiency”) to 
within 1.3%, comparable to their reported level of accuracy.  To test our Brownian diffusivity 
calculations that yield chemoτ  and tumbleτ , we placed a triaxial ellipsoid at an arbitrary location and 
orientation relative to our coordinate system and calculated the translational and rotational 
diffusivities.  Comparing to the exact solutions for the translational and rotational diffusion 
coefficients of triaxial ellipsoids (1), the maximum error was < 0.02%.  We also recovered the 
correct “center of diffusion” (i.e., the centroid of the ellipsoid, different than our origin) and the 
three principal axes of diffusion (i.e., the three axes of the triaxial ellipsoid, different than our 
coordinate axes).   

10.1. Performance landscapes 
 

To generate performance landscapes for most tasks, we simulated a grid of body shapes at 
spacing increments of 0.5 for   and 0.05 for  .  However, because Swimming Efficiency (SI 
10.3) displayed complex contour topography at low   and we wanted to accurately locate both 
the global and local maxima, for this task we refined the grid near these regions (Fig. S 14).  And 
since all Construction Ease formulations (SI 10.8) were based solely on geometric considerations 
and did not require any fluid dynamics simulations, they could easily be evaluated at any point in 
the morphospace, so we computed them over a highly refined grid of 300 x 300 points. 

For most tasks, continuous pseudocolor plots (i.e., performance landscapes) were generated 
by constructing two-dimensional interpolants for the (sometimes scattered) data representing 
performance for each simulated body shape.  We used the scatteredInterpolant MATLAB 
function here with “natural” interpolation.  To avoid interpolation artifacts associated with the 
scaling of morphospace coordinates, we normalized both the   and   coordinates of each data 
point to the range [0, 1] when generating the interpolants and then back-transformed after 
evaluating the interpolants. 

 

10. Calculation of evolutionarily relevant tasks
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10.2. Normalization of performance metrics 
 
To facilitate easy interpretation of our results, we typically present landscapes of task 

performances, as well as other important metrics such as rescaled swimming speeds and 
reorientation timescales, normalized to those of a spherical body: 

 ( )1, 0
n MM

M
=

= = 
  (15) 

Where M  is any morphology-dependent performance metric such as a task ( Ψ ), rescaled speed 

(
r

U ) or reorientation timescale (τ ) and ( )1, 0M = =   is the value of that metric for a 

spherical body shape.  While most of our tasks and metrics do have dimensions and thus depend 
on scale, the normalized version nM  of any metric is always dimensionless and scale-invariant.  
Since the normalization procedure amounts to multiplying the original metric by a constant, 
performance landscapes of nM  are qualitatively identical to those of M , which we typically do 
not show.  Normalization also has no effect on our calculations of Pareto optimality, which are 
based on relative, not absolute, differences in performance (SI 12). 

10.3. Swimming Efficiency and Speed 
 
Swimming Efficiency swimΨ  was based on the power dissipated by the rotating flagellum as 

in (14, 36) and calculated as the ratio of the power required to translate a sphere of the same 
volume as the body at the effective swimming speed, to the power actually dissipated by the 
model bacterium in rotating the flagellum:  

 
2

6 swim
swim M

a U
P

π μΨ =   (16) 

where a  is the equivalent spherical radius of the body (approximately 0.62 µm for all 
bodies in this study), μ  is dynamic viscosity, swimU  is the effective swimming speed 
corresponding to swimΨ -optimized flagella (see SI 8.4 and 11), and MP  is the average power 
dissipated by the flagellar motor, equal to the product of the imposed constant motor torque and 
the average rotation rate: M M FP Ω= T .  Although this is not a true thermodynamic efficiency, 
many studies of microorganism swimming (14, 36–39) have used essentially this same measure 
of energetic effectiveness.   

Note that the rescaled swimming speed 
r
swimU  corresponding to constant power dissipation 

0
MP (see SI 8.4) is proportional to Swimming Efficiency: w

r
swim s imU Ψ∝ .  Since this is a simple 

monotonicity-preserving transformation of swimΨ , the performance landscape for 
r
swimU  would 

look qualitatively identical to that of n
swimΨ  (Fig. 3A) with only the contour values (not 

topography) differing.  Hence there is no need to consider swimming speed separately from 
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swimming efficiency in the subsequent analysis of Pareto optimality (SI 12) – our results would 
be identical if we replaced swimming efficiency with rescaled swimming speed. 

Shum et al. (14) did consider an alternate efficiency metric based on torque as the limiting 
quantity instead of power.  While this was motivated by the constant-torque region of the torque-
speed curve of typical flagellar motors (40–42), they found that the torque-optimized model 
bacterium (particularly the flagellum) was of a somewhat unusual shape (e.g. very short), and 
would require a very high flagellar rotation rate to achieve typically observed swimming speeds.  
Therefore, we did not consider optimizing bacterial morphology on the basis of torque 
efficiency. 

10.4. Brownian diffusivities 
 
The Brownian motion of highly symmetric particles such as ellipsoids can be fully 

described by three translational diffusivities and three rotational diffusivities, one for each axis, 
where the axes correspond to the axes of symmetry (11).  However, general particles with little 
or no symmetry (e.g. curved rods with helical flagella) tend to have at least some coupling 
between translational and rotational motions, and so require a much more involved treatment to 
obtain the correct Brownian diffusion parameters.  We followed the algorithm recommended by 
Wegener (43): translational, rotational, and coupling friction coefficient matrices (Wegener's  
t K , r

PK , and c
PK , respectively) were determined by simulating forced translation and rotation 

of the geometry (i.e., body + flagellum for Chemotactic SNR chemoΨ  - SI 10.5, body only for 
Tumbling Ease tumbleΨ  - SI 10.6) along / around the x, y, and z axes.  In the body + flagellum 

case, we performed calculations only for 0Fθ =  after testing showed the effect of flagellar phase 
angle to be very small for the geometries of interest here.  These forced simulations were done 
similarly to the force-free flow simulations described above, except surface velocities ( )u x  in 
equation (4) were directly specified, and the kinematic constraint equations ((7)) were omitted 
along with the free-swimming unknowns U , FΩ , and FΩ .  (Note that for these six forced-flow 
simulations, matrix assembly only needs to be performed once, and then the system solved once 
for six different right-hand sides.  Furthermore, the coefficients matrix can be almost completely 
recycled for a subsequent free-swimming simulation by simply concatenating on the kinematic 
variables and constraints.)  Wegener's (43) process for calculating diffusion coefficients 
(assuming a temperature of 298 K, which cancels out – see SI 10.2) was then followed closely 
with one exception: while t K  and r

PK , and consequently the translational and rotational 

diffusion matrices t D  and r
DD , should be symmetric matrices for any arbitrarily shaped particle 

(43), they are not exactly symmetric here due to numerical errors.  If used as-is, this would result 
in the three principal axes of diffusion not being exactly orthogonal (the angles tending to be a 
few degrees off from 90°).  We chose to eliminate this small error by “symmetrizing” t D  and 
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r
DD  according to the following algorithm (shown as MATLAB code) for generic square matrix 

M : 
[Eigenvectors_0, Eigenvalues_0] = eig(M) 
M_sym = Eigenvectors_0 * M * (Eigenvectors_0)' 
[Eigenvectors, Eigenvalues] = eig(M_sym) 

After symmetrizing, the final eigenvectors are orthogonal to each other to within machine 
precision.  These eigenvectors represent the principal axes for translational (in the case of 

t=M D ) and rotational (in the case of r
D=M D ) diffusion (the latter shown in Fig. 2C).   

It is notable that for all our geometries that included a flagellum, the diagonal entry (i.e., 
eigenvalue) of r

DD  corresponding to rotational diffusivity around the principal axis (i.e., 
eigenvector) closest to the flagellar axis was always much larger than the diffusivities 
corresponding to the other two principal axes.  However, it is these other two diffusivities (one in 
the plane of cell curvature, one normal to this plane, and both similar in magnitude) that 
determine chemotactic performance (Fig. 2C). 

10.5. Chemotactic Signal/Noise Ratio 
 

As discussed in the main text, following Dusenbery (11) we considered a temporal 
chemotaxis strategy in which consecutive samples over time are taken.  While spatial sampling 
strategies using e.g. fore-aft or laterally separated chemosensors on the cell are theoretically 
possible (44, 45), the observed clustering of chemoreceptor proteins at a single pole of species 
with a single polar flagellum (46, 47) is evidence against a spatial sampling mechanism, and we 
did not consider it further.   

We defined a quantity proportional to Chemotactic Signal/Noise Ratio (SNR) via a 
temporal comparison mechanism as ( ) ( ) ( )( )1 2 1 2 3 2r

chemoS chemo ch oemo che emo
r
chemch mo chemoL U Uτ τ τ τΨ = = =  

where SL  is the distance between samples, chemoτ  is the timescale for loss of orientation of the 
swimming direction due to rotational diffusion, and 

r
chemoU  is a rescaled effective swimming 

speed assuming constant power dissipation for all cells (see SI 8.4 and below) (11).  The other 
parameters affecting Chemotactic SNR are environmental (11) and thus considered to be 
constant across our simulations.   Thus, while chemoΨ  is not dimensionless, it (as well as the 
normalized, scale-invariant n

chemoΨ  shown in Fig. 3) yields identical Pareto-optimality results 
(Fig. 5, SI 12) as using SNR would. 

 
10.5.1.   Calculation of chemoτ  
 
Since rotations around the swimming direction will not change the direction of this vector, 

chemoτ  only depends on the rotational diffusion coefficients for the two perpendicular axes (Fig. 
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2C).  In Dusenbery's analysis of ellipsoidal bodies (11), the assumed swimming direction was the 
same as one of the principal axes of diffusion (see SI 10.4).  However, this is not necessarily the 
case for asymmetric body shapes like curved rods, and could lead to errors in chemoτ  if not 
accounted for. 

For chemoΨ  simulations, the discrepancy (i.e., the angle between the average swimming 
direction and closest principal axis of diffusion) was in fact very small, maximally 1.4° over the 
morphospace, because the long chemoΨ -optimized flagella dominate these diffusivity 
calculations.  Completely neglecting this difference would probably introduce negligible error.  
Nonetheless, in an effort to mitigate this small discrepancy, we first rotated the rotational 
diffusion matrix r

DD  (SI 10.4) to align ˆ
princV , the unit-length principal axis vector closest to the 

unit-length average swimming direction vector ŝwimV  ( ŝwimV  is very close to the flagellum axis ˆFe  

for these cases) with ŝwimV , yielding * Tr r
D D=D DR R , where R  is the relevant rotation matrix 

for rotation around the mutually normal vector ˆ ˆ
princ swim×V V  by angle ( )1 ˆ ˆ

princ swim
− ⋅cos V V .  (Our 

results were nearly identical if for ˆ
princV , we chose either of the other two principal axes instead 

of the one closest to ŝwimV , since all three choices are related by 90° rotations of the coordinate 

system that merely interchange the diagonal entries of r
DD .)  However, the diffusion matrix 

with respect to the rotated coordinates, *r
DD , possesses off-diagonal coupling terms causing the 

diagonal entries and thus chemoτ  to depend on the arbitrary rotation of the new coordinate axes 

around the swimming axis.  Therefore, we computed * ( )r
D φD  for all possible values of this 

arbitrary rotation angle φ , calculating ( ) ( )* *

2,2 3,3
( ) 1 ( ) ( )r r

D Dτ φ φ φ = +  
D D  (11) and finally 

defining chemoτ  using the maximum value, i.e. ( )max ( )chemoτ τ φ=  .  Although this approach to 

calculating chemoτ  is approximate, the error in our case is likely quite small as stated above, and it 
avoids resorting to Monte Carlo simulations of swimming combined with stochastic Brownian 
motion in three dimensions.   

While Dusenbery's approach assumes straight-line swimming paths, in reality the 
swimming path is typically a helix or more complex periodic trajectory with amplitude and 
wavelength dependent on the bacterium geometry (Fig. 2B, Movie S1).  However, the temporal 
periods of our simulated trajectories (which matched the body rotation rates around the 
swimming axis, 1

BΩ ) were at least an order of magnitude shorter than the predicted chemoτ .  
Therefore, we take this as a post-hoc justification for neglecting the non-linear path shape for the 
purposes of modeling Brownian rotations during swimming. 
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10.5.2.   Calculation of 
r
chemoU  

 
Since swimΨ  and chemoΨ  are optimized by different flagellum shapes (see SI 11), the flagella 

paired with each body shape are different between these two tasks, and so are the swimming 

performances (e.g. swimU  and 
r
swimU  vs chemoU  and 

r
chemoU , SI 8.4).  Thus, the swimming speeds 

r
chemoU  used to calculate chemoΨ  are not simply proportional to swimΨ , but were determined 

from new simulations identical to those performed for swimΨ  but with flagella optimized for 

chemoΨ  to avoid any arbitrary biases in our results (SI 11). 
 

While the performance landscape of 
,r n

chemoU  (i.e., normalized 
r
chemoU , see SI 10.2), (Fig. S 7), 

is qualitatively different than the n
swimΨ  landscape (Fig. 3A), a tradeoff between 

,r n
chemoU  (which, 

like n
swimΨ , favors curved rods) and n

chemoτ  (which favors straight rods, Fig. S 6) is still apparent 

and leads to the performance landscape of n
chemoΨ  (Fig. 3B) discussed in the main text.  Notably, 

while we predict a significant factor of 1.9 increase in n
chemoΨ  for an   = 10 straight rod versus a 

sphere, this estimate is much smaller than Dusenbery’s (who predicted a factor of 44 increase 
(11)) due to our inclusion of a long flagellum in addition to the body in the calculations (Fig. S 
8). 
 

10.6. Tumbling Ease 
 
While Chemotactic SNR captures the ability of a bacterium to reliably detect a 

concentration gradient, it does not fully describe the overall ability of a cell to migrate toward or 
away from the source.  Real bacteria often exhibit movement trajectories characterized by nearly 
straight runs interspersed with near-stationary reorientation events (48).  The latter are useful 
because they represent the only way a bacterium can purposely alter course (beyond simply 
reversing or waiting for rotational Brownian motion) if it has determined that it has been 
swimming in the ‘wrong’ direction.   

Reorientation behaviors vary among species, with peritrichous bacteria like E. coli tending 
to “tumble” due to the unbundling of the flagella (49), and monotrichous bacteria such as Vibrio 
spp. and others displaying a “flick” due to a buckling instability in the flagellar hook (29, 50).  
While some progress has been made in modeling the physical dynamics of tumbling (51, 52), 
these reorientation behaviors are generally very difficult to explicitly simulate.  However, the 
importance of cell shape on the ability to reorient has been documented experimentally: 
filamentous or artificially elongated E. coli are unable to tumble, probably due to increased 
resistance to rotation around the short axes (53, 54).   
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We take a simple approach to modeling the effect of body shape on ease of reorientation: if 
we assume that all reorientation mechanisms are due to randomly located and oriented perturbing 
forces applied by the flagella to the body, the overall process is reminiscent of Brownian motion.  
That is, a body shape with a high Tumbling Ease will tend to quickly lose the orientation of its 
swimming axis when subjected to random perturbing forces, assuming cells of equal volume 
expend the same power on active reorientations.  Thus, Tumbling Ease is simply defined as 

1tumble tumbleτΨ = , where tumbleτ  is the timescale for loss of orientation of the original swimming 
direction via Brownian motion.  tumbleΨ  is therefore opposed to chemoΨ , with elongation having 
opposite effects – a sphere should intuitively maximize tumbleΨ  while minimizing chemoΨ .  
However, here we only include the body, not flagellum, in our calculation of tumbleτ  since we are 
assuming that the flagella themselves are the source of the random perturbating forces.  Although 
this is a simplification of reorientation behaviors, Tumbling Ease roughly quantifies the ease 
with which different body shapes can undergo these processes. 

 
10.6.1.  Calculation of tumbleτ  
 
Unfortunately, the discrepancy between the average swimming direction and the closest 

principal axis for tumbleτ  calculations can be much larger than for chemoτ  (see SI 10.5.1) due to the 
lack of a stabilizing flagellum in the case of tumbleτ .  Hence, instead of the approximate 
calculation procedure employed for chemoτ , we were compelled to directly solve for tumbleτ  by 
numerically solving a stochastic ODE for 3D rotational Brownian motion around the three 

principal axes of diffusion (SI 10.4).  For a single tumbling cell, ( ) ,
2 r

i D i i
n tΔ = ΔDθ  where 

iΔθ  is the small angle rotated around principal axis i  over small time increment tΔ , n  is a 

random number chosen from the standard normal distribution, and ( ) ,
r

D i i
D  is the diffusivity for 

rotation around the thi  principal axis (SI 10.4).  For each simulated body shape, we computed the 
3D orientation of the tumbling cell over time using a simple Euler-Maruyama timestepping 
scheme, in which we stored the cell’s instantaneous principal axes relative to a fixed reference 
frame and rotated them by Δθ  (sequentially around each axis in random order) every time step.  
We also stored and rotated the cell’s average swimming direction vector ˆ ( )swim tV  (with its initial 

value 0
ŝwimV  based on swimming simulations with chemoΨ -optimized flagella – see SI 11.2), and 

performed these calculations for N  cells in a Monte Carlo fashion.  tumbleτ  was then directly 

computed as the time required for the ensemble-mean cosine of the angle between ˆ ( )swim tV  and 
0

ŝwimV , 0ˆ ˆcos( ) ( )swim swimtθ = ⋅V V , to decline from unity at 0t =  to 1 0.368e ≈  (11).  We 
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validated the algorithm by checking that ( ) ( )2,2 3,3
1 r r

tumble D Dτ  = +  
D D  for a triaxial ellipsoid 

swimming along axis 1 (11), and chose 0.1 stΔ =  and 72 10N = ⋅  based on convergence studies 
to achieve an estimated numerical error in tumbleτ  of less than 0.25%.   

 
The resulting performance landscapes for tumbleτ  (Fig. S 9) and n

tumbleΨ  (i.e., normalized 

tumbleΨ , see SI 10.2) (Fig. S 10) show that the effect of cell elongation is larger than that of 
curvature, but both are significant factors in determining the ease of active reorientations. 

 
 

10.7. Nutrient Uptake 
 
A fundamental task for all bacteria is the uptake of small molecules such as nutrients, for 

which diffusion from the bulk fluid to the bacterium surface may be a limiting step (55).  It is 
intuitive that a sphere should have the worst possible performance here, since it has the lowest 
surface area for a given volume; any departure from spherical should increase diffusive uptake 
per unit volume (56, 57).  Furthermore, in the case of curvature, it is intuitive that ring-shaped 
rods should be outperformed by straight rods of the same elongation since the latter have the 
same surface area but do not suffer from any “shielding” of inner surfaces.  To quantify this 
variation with shape, we simulated steady-state diffusive transport of a small molecule 
(ammonium, molecular diffusivity = 1.64∙10-5 cm2 s-1 (58)) to curved rods immersed in an 
unbounded domain.  

While the boundary element method can also be applied to the diffusion equation (59), we 
used COMSOL Multiphysics v. 5.1 to perform these simple simulations.   Body geometries were 
exported from SALOME in IGES format and imported into COMSOL via the CAD Import 
Module; the flagellum was neglected here.  The bacterium was centered inside a very large 
spherical domain (i.e., approximately 60 cell body lengths) with boundary conditions of zero 
concentration on the bacterium surface and an arbitrary concentration of 1 on the sphere surface 
(this cancels out when computing performance relative to a spherical body).  Unstructured 
tetrahedral meshes were generated via the software’s native routines.  The output variable of 
interest, Nutrient Uptake uptakeΨ , was calculated as the surface integral of steady-state diffusive 

flux of ammonium into the cell (Fig. S 11).  Convergence studies of spherical domain size and 
tetrahedral mesh refinement were performed to achieve 0.5% error or better in uptakeΨ .  We 

neglected the effect of advection due to bacterial swimming because the increase in mass 
transport is predicted to be small for typical bacteria (60, 61); to rigorously test this, we switched 
to a cubical domain and imposed a free-stream velocity boundary condition of 50 µm s-1 (a 
typical observed bacterial swimming speed) on one face of the domain for several different cell 
shapes in our morphospace.  In all cases, the increase in uptake over the purely diffusive case 
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was at most about 1%, which was substantially smaller than the variation in diffusive uptake 
across the morphospace (Fig. S 12).  

As expected, we find that the optimal shape for n
uptakeΨ  is straight (  = 0) and as elongated 

as possible, while the worst shape is a sphere since it is the most compact (Fig. S 12).  An   = 
10 straight rod achieves over 50% higher Nutrient Uptake than a sphere.  While the effect of 
diffusive “shielding” due to increasing   is much weaker, it nonetheless exerts selective 
pressure toward lower  . 
 

10.8. Construction Ease 
 

 Following Dusenbery (11), we assumed that cells with more sharply curving surfaces are 
more costly to construct and maintain.  In his study of ellipsoidal cell bodies, Dusenbery limited 
his morphospace to ellipsoids with minimum radius of curvature above some arbitrary, small 
fraction of the radius of a spherical cell of equal volume.  We took this line of reasoning further 
by defining a cost of construction for any cell shape, based on surface curvature.  

At any point on a three-dimensional surface, one can calculate two signed principal 
curvatures 1 2( , )k k , which correspond to the minimum and maximum possible radii of a circle 
constrained to be tangent to the surface at that point.  The signs of 1k  and 2k  depend on whether 
the surface is locally concave, convex, or saddle-like at that point.   

Our generalized curved rod cell shapes are made up of three primitive shapes: the sphere, 
cylinder, and torus.  The principal curvatures for these primitive shapes are: 
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= 

  (17) 

where d  is the diameter of the sphere or cylinder, or minor diameter of the torus, c  is the major 
torus diameter, and v  is a parameter ( 0 2v π≤ ≤ ) indicating angular position around the torus 
tube (i.e. inner versus outer).   

To arrive at a scalar overall construction cost for a given body shape, one first needs to 
combine 1k  and 2k  into a single metric at each surface point.  We considered two commonly 
used choices:  the Gaussian curvature 1 2K k k= ⋅  (not to be confused with dimensionless cell 
centerline curvature  ) and mean curvature 1

1 22 ( )H k k= + . 
While these standard definitions of K  and H  distinguish between positive and negative 

curvature, this distinction is probably inappropriate when considering costs of cell shape if both 
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types of surface curvature (e.g., invaginations and protrusions) are biologically costly, and do not 
cancel at different locations on the cell surface.  Therefore, we instead considered absolute 
variants of K  and H : 

 ( )
1 2

1
1 22

abs

abs

K k k

H k k

= ⋅

= +
  (18) 

To arrive at a single value describing the overall construction cost of a particular shape, we 
considered the integrals of absK  and absH  over the cell surface S .  We also considered an 
additional cost component due to cell surface area itself, i.e. the raw material comprising the cell 
membrane and wall.  We thus considered variants of these cost functions that are multiplied by 
body surface area A .  Since cost should intuitively scale linearly with surface area (e.g., as in a 
thought experiment of several identical cells), we took the square root of the area-weighted cost 
variants to achieve this scaling; this was purely for ideological reasons and does not affect our 
conclusions since this is a monotonic transformation (see SI 12).  To match our convention with 
other tasks in which higher performance values are better, we finally inverted these putative cost 
functions to obtain four possible formulations E  of Construction Ease constrΨ : 

 
( ) ( )

( ) ( )

11
1 1

, 1 2 , 1 22 2

11

, 1 2 , 1 2

( ) ( )A
H abs H absS S

A
K abs K absS S

E k k dA E A k k dA

E k k dA E A k k dA

−−

−−

= + = +

= ⋅ = ⋅

 

 
  (19) 

In the case of curved rods with   > 0, the integrals over the toroidal portion of the cell surface 
were performed numerically using MATLAB’s integral function.   

In our analysis of Pareto optimality, we considered all four E  formulations by setting 
constr EΨ =  for each particular formulation, one at a time.  Most of these E  formulations 

(equation (19)) are dimensioned quantities and thus dependent on size (i.e., ESD), but by 
normalizing to constrΨ  of a sphere (SI 10.2), we obtain dimensionless metrics n

constrΨ  only 
dependent on shape. 

It is immediately apparent from the Performance Landscapes of the four Construction Ease 
formulations (Fig. S 13) that ,K absE  is of dubious biological realism since it is constant for all 

straight rods regardless of  .  This leaves only ,H absE , ,
A
H absE , and ,

A
K absE  as options that fulfill 

our intuitive expectation that costs should increase with both elongation and curvature.  (The 
keen reader might notice relative maxima in E  versus   for each E  formulation.  This 
peculiarity is due to increasing   causing a penalty from increased surface area, but also a cost 
reduction via an increase in axial radius of curvature, i.e. a less sharply curving cell centerline; 
the latter can overtake the former in some regions of morphospace.) 

,
A
K absE  is a particularly attractive Construction Ease formulation because the total absolute 

Gaussian curvature is a dimensionless descriptor of how sharply curved the cell surface is, while 
A  accounts for cell size.  However, we nonetheless generated Pareto-optimal sets of shapes (SI 
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12) based on all three intuitively sensible Construction Ease formulations ( ,H absE , ,
A
H absE , and 

,
A
K absE ) to objectively determine which was most consistent with the observed shape data (SI 13).  

We note that hydrodynamic forces during swimming might tend to deform cells and lead to 
additional construction costs for highly elongated curved rods, but we did not consider this 
possibility here.  

 
 

 

 
Since we investigated a five-dimensional (5D) parameter space (i.e.,  ,   for the body 

and amplitude a , wavelength λ , and # wavelengths nλ  for the flagellum), an exhaustive, grid-
based sweep over all parameters simultaneously was not feasible.  Furthermore, even if we could 
compute a Pareto-optimal region of 5D morphospace, the paucity of flagella morphology data in 
the literature would have precluded comparison with observed morphologies in 5D, especially 
when trying to distinguish the goodness of fit (GoF, see SI 13) of Pareto-optimal regions 
resulting from different sets of tasks.   

Perhaps the easiest way of dealing with this issue would be to pair each of our body shapes 
with the same, arbitrarily chosen flagellum shape.  However, since the fluid dynamics of 
swimming are determined by both body and flagellum shape, an arbitrary chosen flagellum 
would be better suited to some body shapes than others and would therefore introduce a bias in 
any relevant performance landscapes.  Therefore, we eliminated such bias by independently 
finding the optimal flagellum shape for each simulated body shape, as Shum et al. (14) did for 
swimming efficiency of spheroidal bodies.  Furthermore, since the optimal flagellum shape for 

swimΨ  (SI 10.3) is different than for chemoΨ  (SI 10.5), we performed these flagellum 
optimizations separately for each task.  While this means that, in a sense, each body in our 
simulated morphospace simultaneously has two different flagella (one optimized for swimΨ , 
another optimized for chemoΨ ), our approach eliminates any artificial bias caused by arbitrarily 
chosen flagellum shapes. 

To simultaneously determine the three optimal flagellum parameters ( a , λ , and nλ ) for a 
given body shape, MATLAB’s fminsearch was used.  This is a direct search algorithm, which 
does not rely on derivatives of the objective function.  We initially tried faster algorithms such as 
fmincon that utilize approximate derivatives, but due to small numerical errors, the objective 
functions were too noisy to yield reliable solutions.  We first found the optimal flagellum for a 
body shape near the center of our morphospace; thereafter, we moved radially outward, using the 
closest known solution as the initial guess for fminsearch.  The flagellum parameters were 
centered and scaled to improve algorithm performance.  Termination of the optimization 

11. Flagellar shape optimization
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algorithm was controlled using TolX = 0.0005.  To eliminate small levels of numerical error due 
to occasional failure of fminsearch to find the best solution, we fit 2D thin-plate smoothing 
splines (MATLAB’s tpaps using the default smoothing parameter) to the resulting landscapes of 
optimized a , λ , and nλ  and calculated task performance landscapes and Pareto-optimal regions 
based on these smoothed flagellum shape landscapes.  

 
 

11.1. Optimization for swimΨ  

 
swimΨ  of each body shape in our morphospace is optimized by a finite-sized flagellum (e.g., 

Fig. 2D).  Interestingly, these optimal flagella are all roughly the same shape (i.e. λ  seems 
proportional to a , and nλ varies little), and appear to scale with some measure of body size, with 
the largest flagella paired with the most elongated semicircular rods (Fig. S 16).   

We note that the orientation of the flagellum relative to the body is another important but 
poorly quantified aspect of flagellar morphology.  As described in SI 6.2, we briefly considered 
an alternative flagellar orientation to that used throughout this study – a “pole-to-pole” 
configuration (Fig. S 4).  We compared the Swimming Efficiency of these two configurations, 
optimizing flagellar a , λ , and nλ  again for the pole-to-pole case to eliminate bias.  However, 
we found that our original, simpler choice of orientation (e.g. Fig. S 3) is always more efficient 
(Fig. S 17).  Hence, keeping with our theme of choosing optimal flagella morphologies to 
minimize bias, we did not consider the pole-to-pole configuration further. 

11.2. Optimization for chemoΨ  

 
While attempting to find optimal flagella shapes for chemoΨ , we quickly discovered that this 

variable appears to increase without bound with flagellum length (i.e., with either λ  or nλ , Fig. 

S 15).  Although effective speed 
r
chemoU  does exhibit a maximum relative to flagellum length 

(Fig. S 15), the timescale for loss of orientation chemoτ  appears to increase monotonically and at a 

faster rate than 
r
chemoU  decreases (Fig. S 15).  The latter effect dominates, causing chemoΨ  to also 

increase without bound with flagellum length.  Given the lack of a finite-sized optimal flagellum 
for chemoΨ , we chose to place a constraint on flagellum arclength ≤ 15 μm for this task, 
consistent with observations of E. coli (62).  As a sensitivity test, we also tested a length 
constraint of approximately 10.5 µm or 8.4 body lengths (our longest swimΨ -optimized flagellum 
length corresponding to   = 10,   = 0.55), a 30% reduction, and obtained nearly identical 

chemoΨ  landscape topography and Pareto-optimal regions.  Since the best flagellum for chemoΨ  
under this constraint will always be as long as allowed for any body shape, this reduces the 
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dimensionality of the optimization problem for a given body from three to two.  Hence, nλ  
becomes a (numerically evaluated) function of a  and λ .  Although flagellum arclength is fixed, 
there is still substantial variation in the chemoΨ -optimized flagellum shape parameters over our 

body morphospace (Fig. S 16) due to tradeoffs between chemoτ  and 
r
chemoU  (Fig. S 6, Fig. S 7). 

 

12. Pareto optimality 
 

As discussed by Shoval et al. (63), the space of all possible morphologies (i.e., the 
morphospace) can be reduced to a set of Pareto-optimal morphologies (called non-dominated 
solutions in other literature) that outperform suboptimal morphologies (i.e., dominated solutions) 
at all tasks that contribute to overall evolutionary fitness.  Within the Pareto-optimal set of 
morphologies, performance in one task can only be improved at the expense of one or more other 
tasks; the (often extreme) morphologies that each exhibit maximal performance in one task are 
called the archetypes by Shoval et al.   

In their analysis, Shoval et al. assume that the performance landscapes of all relevant tasks 
are mathematically very well-behaved, with circular contour topography (63).  Given these 
assumptions, they show that the Pareto-optimal region of morphospace resulting from tradeoffs 
between such tasks is a flat-sided polytope (flat-edged polygon in 2D), with the archetypes for 
each task occurring at the vertices.  If slightly more complicated elliptical contours are assumed, 
Shoval et al. show that the boundaries of the Pareto-optimal region become “mildly” curving 
(63).  Consequently, by fitting flat-sided polytopes to observed morphotypes of various groups of 
organisms, Shoval et al. determined what the archetypical morphotypes are.  Finally, leveraging 
abundant data on the ecology of these groups, they inferred the tasks that the archetypes seem to 
be specialists in, and thus the tasks likely constraining the evolution of morphology within those 
groups.   

We took a different approach than Shoval et al. for two reasons:  firstly, the lack of detailed 
information on the ecology of most bacterial species precludes the inference of tasks based on 
such information.  Secondly and more importantly, in contrast to Shoval et al.’s simplifying 
assumptions (but see (64)), several of our performance landscapes were rather complicated 
functions with complex topography (i.e., non-elliptical contours (Fig. 3A,C), relative maxima 
(Fig. 3A), non-finite archetypes (Fig. 3B)), causing the resulting Pareto-optimal regions unlikely 
to be simple triangles with archetypes at the vertices.  For example, in Fig. 5 we obtain a large 
two-dimensional optimal region despite the archetypical morphologies that maximize 
Construction Ease (a sphere, Fig. 3C) and Swimming Efficiency (a slightly elongated pill, Fig. 
3A) being very close together in morphospace. 

Therefore, we considered many possible sets of tasks, directly computing the resulting 
Pareto-optimal regions without any assumptions of what they might look like, and finally 
inferring the most important set of tasks by finding the best fit with observed data.  Instead of 
computing Pareto front edges via points of tangency between contour lines as Shoval et al. 
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discuss, we used a less elegant but more direct and robust method: we sampled the interpolant of 
each task’s performance landscape (SI 10.1) throughout a discretization of the morphospace (i.e. 
a grid of 125 x 100 points, excluding non-physical shapes), and then simply removed the 
dominated points which are beaten at all tasks by at least one other point, leaving the non-
dominated points that comprise a discretized Pareto-optimal region (65).  While there are 
algorithms that aim to directly find Pareto-optimal solution sets without exhaustively evaluating 
the objective functions over the entire parameter space as we did, in this study we were not only 
interested in the Pareto-optimal region of morphospace but also the performance in each task 
over the entire morphospace. 

We considered many possible combinations of Swimming Efficiency swimΨ , Chemotactic 

SNR chemoΨ , Nutrient Uptake uptakeΨ , Tumbling Ease tumbleΨ , and at most one Construction Ease 

constrΨ  formulation (of the three putative E  variants ,H absE , ,
A
H absE , and ,

A
K absE ).  We considered 

sets of three, four or five of these putative tasks; we knew a priori from Shoval et al. (63) that at 
least three were needed since, even in the case of complex performance landscape topography, a 
tradeoff between just two tasks can only result in a 1D Pareto front (i.e., a curve), not a filled 2D 
region as formed by observed curved bacterial species (Fig. 1, Fig. S 2).  In all, we generated 38 
hypothetical Pareto-optimal regions.  

An advantage (or disadvantage, depending on context) of Pareto optimality framework is 
that it is insensitive to the precise magnitudes of each task over the morphospace – in the discrete 
case employed here, only the rank of each point in the morphospace matters.  That is, whether 
one morphology is 0.1% or 1000% better than another does not matter, only that it is better.  Any 
monotonic transformation can therefore be applied to any task's performance landscape without 
affecting which points are Pareto-optimal.  This is perhaps most relevant to our consideration of 
construction cost.  For example, we chose to simply invert construction cost to obtain 
Construction Ease constrΨ  (SI 10.8), but any alternative operation resulting in the same contour 
topography would be acceptable.  Nor does taking the square root of some construction cost 
functions to obtain linear scaling with area have any effect on our Pareto optimality results.  
Likewise, we could have replaced Swimming Efficiency swimΨ  with 
Swimming Speed swim∝ Ψ  (SI 10.3) in our sets of putative tasks with no change to the 
resulting Pareto-optimal regions.   

Since the boundaries between optimal and suboptimal regions should be smooth in the 
absence of any numerical errors, we smoothed the discretized Pareto-optimal regions in Fig. 5 
slightly.  First we extracted the points along the upper boundary of the main optimal region as 
well as around the small optimal island using MATLAB’s bwboundaries, then fit parameterized 
splines to the   and   coordinates of these points.  The splines for the main region were 
constrained (66) to pass through   = 1,   = 0 (i.e., a sphere, which maximizes ,

A
K absE  and so 

must be Pareto-optimal, Fig. S 13) and have five optimally placed knots, and the splines for the 
island region were constrained to have four optimally placed knots and periodic end conditions 
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since the boundary is a closed curve in that case.  The original, unsmoothed, discretized Pareto-
optimal points corresponding to Fig. 5 are shown in Fig. S 18A. 

 
 
 

13. Goodness of fit   
 

To quantify how well our theoretical Pareto-optimal shapes matched observed species 
morphologies, we required a goodness of fit (GoF) parameter.  We based GoF on the two-
dimensional (2D) areas covered by the optimal and observed regions.  The Pareto-optimal 
regions, originally calculated as sets of discrete points in morphospace, could also be considered 
as grids of 2D pixels by assuming each optimal point was the center of a small optimal rectangle, 
facilitating area calculations.  Observed species data points were converted to a polygonal region 
(Fig. S 2, SI 1).  The overlap (or lack thereof) of these two areas was then quantified using 
Hargrove et al.'s (67) simple goodness of fit (GoF) parameter:  

 GoF C C

B C A C

R R
R R R R

  
=   + +  

  (20) 

where AR  is the area within the observations but outside the optimal region, BR  is the area 
within the optimal region but outside the observations, and CR  is the area shared by both the 
observations and optimal region (Fig. S 18).  GoF ranges from 0 for no overlap to 1 for two 
identical regions, with both lack of overlapped area and extra non-overlapping area being 
accounted for. 

Most of the 38 Pareto-optimal regions we generated yielded very poor GoF, indicating that 
the corresponding task sets are not constraining the evolution of curved bacterial shapes.  The 
results corresponding to the best five task sets are shown in Fig. S 18.  Sets of more than 3 tasks 
(e.g. adding uptakeΨ ) did not result in improved fits to the data.  While the inclusion of tumbleΨ  in 

the task set (panel B, also C and E) can reproduce the general shape of the observations, the 
absence of observed high   rods predicted in these cases, especially at low  , leads us to reject 
them in favor of the task set corresponding to panel A ( swimΨ , chemoΨ , ,

A
constr K absEΨ = ).   
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Fig. S 1.  Examples of curved rod image segmentation (edge contour and medial axis) using 
MicrobeJ (8) for the species highlighted in Fig. 1.  Some images required manual editing for the 
segmentation algorithm to succeed.  The source of each original image is given in brackets and 
corresponds to image number in Table S 2. 
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Fig. S 2.  Survey of all observed morphologies (species medians, black dots).  Boundary 
enclosing all points (solid blue line) was computed as described in SI 1; for purposes of 
computing GoF of the Pareto-optimal region to the observations, this boundary was cut off at the 
limit of the simulation data,   = 10 (dashed blue line), to create a two-dimensional region of 
observed shapes (shaded blue area). 
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Fig. S 3.  Selected geometric parameters of model curved bacterium (  = 5,   = 0.5 shown) 
and flagellum, in the body reference frame.  The body centerline is in the x-z plane at t = 0 for 
free-swimming simulations.  Inset:  example 2nd order triangular surface meshes of body and 
distal portion (for clarity) of flagellum. 
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Fig. S 4.  Example of alternative “pole-to-pole” flagellum orientation, in which the flagellum 
axis is aligned with the line (dashed) passing through the centers of the spheres capping the ends 
of the body (black circles).    = 5,   = 0.5 body is shown. 
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Fig. S 5.  Example Fourier interpolants for the model bacterium shown in Fig. S 3.  Interpolants 
are shown for the kinematic variables [ ]1 2 3, ,U U U=U  (μm s-1), 1 2 3, ,B B B BΩ Ω Ω =  Ω  (rad s-1), 

and FΩ  (rad s-1) using either two (blue dotted lines and larger circles), four (red dashed lines and 
smaller circles), or eight (black solid lines and dots) flagellum phase angle ( Fθ ) evaluation 
points.  The interpolants using four and eight points are almost indistinguishable.  Since each of 
these functions must be periodic, their values at 2Fθ π=  are immediately known to be the same 
as those at the first phase angle evaluation, 0Fθ = .  
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Fig. S 6.  Performance landscape for n
chemoτ  , accounting for both body and flagellum and 

corresponding to flagella optimized for Chemotactic SNR chemoΨ .  Performance (pseudocolor 
and contours) is normalized (SI 10.2) relative to that of a spherical body, i.e., 

( )1, 0n
chemo chemo chemoτ τ τ= = =  .  In addition to selected shapes for reference (gray), the 

performance maximum within our morphospace is shown (black). 
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Fig. S 7.  Performance landscape of rescaled effective swimming speed 
,r n

chemoU  corresponding to 
flagella optimized for Chemotactic SNR and assuming constant power dissipation.  Performance 
(pseudocolor and contours) is normalized (SI 10.2) relative to that of a spherical body, i.e., 

( ),
1, 0

r n r r
chemo chemo chemoU U U= = =  .  In addition to selected shapes for reference (gray), the 

performance maximum is shown (black). 
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Fig. S 8.  Comparison of normalized Chemotactic SNR n
chemoΨ  for straight rods (  = 0) 

predicted from this study versus Dusenbery (11).  Although both studies predict a monotonic 
increase with  , Dusenbery predicts a factor of 44 improvement at   = 10 while we predict a 
much smaller but still substantial factor of 1.9 improvement.  The difference is primarily due to 
our inclusion of flagellar stabilization against Brownian rotation, which reduces the relative 
importance of body shape. 
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Fig. S 9.  Performance landscape for n
tumbleτ , accounting for only the body without flagellum, 

used for calculation of Tumbling Ease tumbleΨ .  Performance (pseudocolor and contours) is 
normalized (SI 10.2) relative to that of a spherical body, i.e., ( )1, 0n

tumble tumble tumbleτ τ τ= = =  .  
In addition to selected shapes for reference (gray), the performance maximum within our 
morphospace is shown (black). 
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Fig. S 10.  Performance landscape for Tumbling Ease n
tumbleΨ .  Performance (pseudocolor and 

contours) is normalized (SI 10.2) relative to that of a spherical body, i.e., 
( )1, 0n

tumble tumble tumbleΨ = Ψ Ψ = =  .  In addition to selected shapes for reference (gray), the 
performance maximum is shown (black). 
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Fig. S 11.  Simulated steady-state diffusive flux of ammonium over the surface of a curved rod, 
  = 5,   = 0.5.  The scale of flux magnitude here is arbitrary since we later normalize (SI 10.2) 
Nutrient Uptake uptakeΨ  to that of a spherical body, i.e. ( )1, 0n

uptake uptake uptakeΨ = Ψ Ψ = =  . 
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Fig. S 12.  Performance landscape for Nutrient Uptake n
uptakeΨ .  Performance (pseudocolor and 

contours) is normalized (SI 10.2) relative to that of a spherical body, i.e., 
( )1, 0n

uptake uptake uptakeΨ = Ψ Ψ = =  .  In addition to selected shapes for reference (gray), the 
performance maximum within our morphospace is shown (black). 
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Fig. S 13.  Performance landscapes for four putative formulations of Construction Ease 
n
constr EΨ = .  Performance (pseudocolor and contours) is normalized (SI 10.2) relative to that of a 

spherical body, i.e., ( )1, 0n
constr constr constrΨ = Ψ Ψ = =  .  For clarity, contour labels omitted and 

some colormaps are saturated at the lower end.  Note that ,K absE  was subsequently discarded 
from the analysis, see SI 10.8. 
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Fig. S 14.  Simulated body shapes used to generate performance landscapes.  The baseline grid 
(larger dots) was used for Chemotactic SNR chemoΨ , Tumbling Ease tumbleΨ , and Nutrient Uptake 

uptakeΨ , with additional refined points (smaller dots) used for Swimming Efficiency swimΨ .  All 
Construction Ease constrΨ  formulations E  were defined analytically and did not require discrete 
simulations. 
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Fig. S 15.  Effect of flagellum length (# wavelengths nλ , upward triangles and wavelength λ , 
downward triangles) for a spherical body (  = 1,   = 0) on rescaled (i.e., assuming constant 
power dissipation) swimming speed 

,r n
chemoU  (blue dashed), timescale for loss of orientation n

chemoτ  
(red dashed), and Chemotactic SNR n

chemoΨ  (blue solid).  All dependent variables are normalized 
( n ) by their respective values corresponding to the Chemotactic SNR-optimized flagellum for a 
spherical body shown in Fig. 2D.  λ  was fixed at 3.91 μm while nλ  was varied, nλ  was fixed at 
3.55 while λ  was varied, and flagellum amplitude a  was fixed at 0.26 μm in all cases - these 
three values correspond to the flagellum shown in Fig. 2D. 
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Fig. S 16.  Optimal flagella shape parameters (amplitude a , wavelength λ , and # wavelengths 
nλ ) with respect to Swimming Efficiency swimΨ  (panels A, C, E) and Chemotactic SNR chemoΨ  
(panels B, D, F); in the latter case, flagella were constrained to have an arclength of 15 μm.  Note 
varying colormap limits. 
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Fig. S 17.  Ratio of Swimming Efficiency swimΨ  corresponding to original flagellar orientation 
used throughout this study (see e.g. Fig. S 3) to pole to pole

swim
− −Ψ  corresponding to an alternative 

flagellar orientation (see Fig. S 4.)  Flagella shape (i.e. a , λ , and nλ ) for each body was 
optimized for swimΨ  and pole to pole

swim
− −Ψ , respectively.  Dots indicate the relatively coarse grid used 

to calculate pole to pole
swim

− −Ψ .  pole to pole
swim swim

− −Ψ ≥ Ψ  for all body shapes. 
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Fig. S 18.  Fits of Pareto-optimal regions resulting from tradeoffs between different sets of tasks to the region 
of morphospace occupied by observed species medians (dots with black line indicating enclosing boundary).  
In each case, Goodness of Fit (GoF) was calculated according to equation (20) as a simple function of three 
areas:  the overlapping region that is both observed and optimal, the region that isn’t observed but optimal, 
and the region that is observed but suboptimal (see SI 13).  The sets of tasks shown, corresponding to the five 
highest GoFs of all sets considered, are:          
A) swimΨ , chemoΨ , ,

A
constr K absEΨ =  (as in Fig. 5, but not smoothed here)  

B) tumbleΨ , chemoΨ , ,
A

constr K absEΨ =  
C) swimΨ , tumbleΨ , chemoΨ , ,

A
constr K absEΨ =   

D) uptakeΨ , swimΨ , ,
A

constr K absEΨ =  (adding chemoΨ  or substituting , , or A
constr H abs H absE EΨ =  yields nearly 

identical results)                                    
E) uptakeΨ , tumbleΨ , ,

A
constr K absEΨ =  (adding chemoΨ  or substituting , , or A

constr H abs H absE EΨ =  yields nearly 
identical results)  
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Fig. S 19.  Relative swimming efficiency versus elongation   for straight rods modeled as 
ellipsoids and capsules according to this study, Dusenbery (11), and Shum et al. (14).  In all 
cases, relative efficiency is efficiency normalized to that of a spherical body.  The bacteria are 
modeled as either flagellum-driven (i.e., efficiency = swimΨ ) or body-only (i.e., assuming 
efficiency inversely proportional to translational friction coefficient of body without accounting 
for flagella).  Locations of global maxima are labeled.  Notably, as the biological realism 
arguably increases within this set of models, both the optimal   and the maximum achievable 
efficiency improvement decrease. 
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Symbol Meaning 
a   Amplitude of flagellum 
a  Equivalent cell radius in simulations (0.62 µm) 
A  Surface area of cell body 

1−A  Rotation matrix to transform ( )B tr  to ( )B tR  

B  Body surface 
BEM Boundary Element Method 
c  Major torus diameter 
d   Cell, sphere, or cylinder diameter, or minor diameter of torus 

tΔ  small time increment 

iΔθ  small angle rotated around principal axis i  over tΔ  
t D  Translational diffusion coefficient matrix 
r

DD  Rotational diffusion coefficient matrix 

( )*r
D φD  Rotated r

DD  such that principal axes are aligned with average swimming direction, 
evaluated for arbitrary angle φ  

ε  Stokeslet regularization parameter 
ˆFe  Flagellum axis 
E  Construction cost (any formulation) 

,H absE , ( ,
A
H absE ) E  based on (area-weighted) surface-integrated absH  

,K absE , ( ,
A
K absE ) E  based on (area-weighted) surface-integrated absK  

ESD Equivalent spherical diameter of observed cells 
f  Traction 
F  Flagellum surface 
FFT Fast Fourier transform GoF Goodness of Fit 
H   Mean curvature 

absH  Mean absolute curvature 

ijδ  Kronecker delta tensor 

k   Wavenumber of flagellum 

1 2,k k  Principal curvatures of a surface 

K   Gaussian curvature 

absK  Absolute Gaussian curvature 

  Dimensionless curvature 

EK  Growth parameter of flagellum 

Table S 1.  Definitions of symbols and abbreviations used in this paper.
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t K  Translational friction coefficient matrix 
r

PK  Rotational friction coefficient matrix 
c

PK  Coupling friction coefficient matrix 

λ   Wavelength of flagellum 
  Cell centerline length (pole to pole) 
  Dimensionless elongation 
L  Cell size (pertaining to Re) 

SL   Distance between concentration samples 

M  Any morphology-dependent performance metric 
nM  Normalized M  relative to a spherical body (  = 1,   = 0) 

M  Generic square matrix 
n  random number chosen from the standard normal distribution 
nλ   Number of wavelengths of flagellum  

N  Number of cells in Monte Carlo simulation 
μ  Dynamic viscosity (10-9 kg s-1 µm-1) 
v  Angular position parameter for torus 
ODE Ordinary differential equation 

FΩ  Instantaneous angular speed of flagellum relative to body 
FΩ  Mean value of FΩ  over a rotation cycle 

Ω B  Instantaneous angular velocity of model bacterium in moving frame 
p  Fluid pressure 

MP  Mean power dissipated by flagellar motor 

0
MP  Constant power dissipation assumed for all model bacteria (1 femtoWatt) 

φ  Arbitrary rotation angle of *r
DD  around the average swimming axis 

swimΨ  Swimming Efficiency 
n
swimΨ  Normalized Swimming Efficiency, relative to a spherical body (  = 1,   = 0) 

chemoΨ  Chemotactic SNR 
n
chemoΨ  Normalized Chemotactic SNR, relative to a spherical body (  = 1,   = 0) 

constrΨ  Construction Ease 
n
constrΨ  Normalized Construction Ease, relative to a spherical body (  = 1,   = 0) 

tumbleΨ  Tumbling Ease 
n
tumbleΨ  Normalized Tumbling Ease, relative to a spherical body (  = 1,   = 0) 

uptakeΨ  Nutrient Uptake 
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n
uptakeΨ  Normalized Nutrient Uptake, relative to a spherical body (  = 1,   = 0) 

ρ  Fluid density 
r   Vector from ξ  to x  
R  Generic rotation matrix 

TR  Transpose of R  
r   Radius of curvature of centerline 

Br  Point on model bacterium body in moving frame 

BR  Same point as Br  represented in fixed frame 

AR  Area within the observations but outside the optimal region 

BR  Area within the optimal region but outside the observations 

CR  Area shared by both the observations and optimal region Re Reynolds number RSM Regularized Stokeslet method 
S  A surface 

( , )S x ξ  Velocity field due to singular Stokeslet 

( , )εS x ξ  Velocity field due to regularized Stokeslet 
σ  Generic rank two tensor 

rσ  Rotated σ  

SNR Signal to Noise Ratio 
τ  Timescale for loss of orientation of swimming axis due to Brownian rotation 

( )τ φ  Timescale for loss of orientation of swimming axis, evaluated for arbitrary angle φ  

chemoτ  τ  accounting for body + flagellum 
n
chemoτ  Normalized chemoτ relative to a spherical body (  = 1,   = 0) 

tumbleτ  τ  accounting for body only 
n
tumbleτ  Normalized tumbleτ relative to a spherical body (  = 1,   = 0) 
MT  Constant torque applied by flagellar motor (10-6 N μm) 
Bθ  Instantaneous orientation of model bacterium in fixed frame 
Fθ  Instantaneous phase angle of rotating flagellum relative to body 
Bθ  Time rate of change of Bθ  
Fθ  Time rate of change of Fθ  

0
Bθ  Initial condition for Bθ  

0
Fθ  Initial condition for Fθ  

t  Time 
u  Fluid velocity 
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U  Instantaneous translational velocity of model bacterium in moving frame 
U  Swimming speed (generic) 
U  Effective (i.e., mean) swimming speed 

r
U  Rescaled U  to correspond to 0

MP  

chemoU  Effective swimming speed corresponding to chemoΨ -optimized flagella 
r
chemoU  Rescaled chemoU  to correspond to 0

MP  
,r n

chemoU  Normalized 
r
chemoU  relative to a spherical body (  = 1,   = 0) 

swimU  Effective swimming speed corresponding to swimΨ -optimized flagella 
r
swimU  Rescaled swimU  to correspond to 0

MP  
ˆ

princV  Unit-length principal axis vector closest to ŝwimV  (i.e. that maximizes ˆ ˆ
princ swim⋅V V ) 

ŝwimV  Unit-length average swimming direction vector 
0

ŝwimV  Initial value of ŝwimV  
x  Point in the domain 
x  Vector from rx  to x  

rx  Reference point corresponding to Ω B  
fX  Flagellum centerline coordinates 

X  Instantaneous location of model bacterium in fixed frame 
X  Time rate of change of X  

0X  Initial condition for X  

ξ  Center location of a singular Stokeslet or regularized Stokeslet 
ζ  Parameter varying along flagellum axis 
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image source refs for bibliography:  (68–91, 86, 92–104, 4, 105–118, 87, 119–154, 138, 155, 156, 99, 
157–199, 6, 200–202) (203, 204, 160, 205–208, 100, 209–217, 167, 218–234, 128, 235–248, 2, 249–270) 

  

Table S2.  Curved rod morphological survey data for each image in our dataset, assembled using 
MicrobeJ (8).  The 2nd sheet, aggregated images, is a list of the sets of images for each species 
that were aggregated when taking medians due to having the same strain, culture conditions, etc.

Table S3.  Curved rod morphological survey data, aggregated to the level of species medians, 
used to create Fig. 1 and Fig. S 2. 

Movie S1.  “Race” between several model bacteria paired with their efficiency-optimized 
flagella, their temporal swimming kinematics rescaled such that each dissipates the same 
flagellar power 0

MP , and their trajectories aligned in space.  Morphologies are in order of 
decreasing Swimming Efficiency swimΨ :  from top to bottom, ( ,  ) = (1.46, 0), (4, 0.7), (1, 0), 
(5, 0.975), (10, 0.5), (10, 0).  Note the lack of correlation between Swimming Efficiency and the 
geometry (e.g. amplitude) of the swimming trajectory.   
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	Fig. S 5.  Example Fourier interpolants for the model bacterium shown in Fig. S 3.  Interpolants are shown for the kinematic variables  (μm s-1),  (rad s-1), and  (rad s-1) using either two (blue dotted lines and larger circles), four (red dashed line...
	Fig. S 6.  Performance landscape for  , accounting for both body and flagellum and corresponding to flagella optimized for Chemotactic SNR .  Performance (pseudocolor and contours) is normalized (SI 10.2) relative to that of a spherical body, i.e., . ...
	Fig. S 7.  Performance landscape of rescaled effective swimming speed  corresponding to flagella optimized for Chemotactic SNR and assuming constant power dissipation.  Performance (pseudocolor and contours) is normalized (SI 10.2) relative to that of...
	Fig. S 8.  Comparison of normalized Chemotactic SNR  for straight rods ( = 0) predicted from this study versus Dusenbery (11).  Although both studies predict a monotonic increase with , Dusenbery predicts a factor of 44 improvement at  = 10 while we p...
	Fig. S 9.  Performance landscape for , accounting for only the body without flagellum, used for calculation of Tumbling Ease .  Performance (pseudocolor and contours) is normalized (SI 10.2) relative to that of a spherical body, i.e., .  In addition t...
	Fig. S 10.  Performance landscape for Tumbling Ease .  Performance (pseudocolor and contours) is normalized (SI 10.2) relative to that of a spherical body, i.e., .  In addition to selected shapes for reference (gray), the performance maximum is shown ...
	Fig. S 11.  Simulated steady-state diffusive flux of ammonium over the surface of a curved rod,  = 5,  = 0.5.  The scale of flux magnitude here is arbitrary since we later normalize (SI 10.2) Nutrient Uptake  to that of a spherical body, i.e. .
	Fig. S 12.  Performance landscape for Nutrient Uptake .  Performance (pseudocolor and contours) is normalized (SI 10.2) relative to that of a spherical body, i.e., .  In addition to selected shapes for reference (gray), the performance maximum within ...
	Fig. S 13.  Performance landscapes for four putative formulations of Construction Ease .  Performance (pseudocolor and contours) is normalized (SI 10.2) relative to that of a spherical body, i.e., .  For clarity, contour labels omitted and some colorm...
	Fig. S 14.  Simulated body shapes used to generate performance landscapes.  The baseline grid (larger dots) was used for Chemotactic SNR , Tumbling Ease , and Nutrient Uptake , with additional refined points (smaller dots) used for Swimming Efficiency...
	Fig. S 15.  Effect of flagellum length (# wavelengths , upward triangles and wavelength , downward triangles) for a spherical body ( = 1,  = 0) on rescaled (i.e., assuming constant power dissipation) swimming speed  (blue dashed), timescale for loss o...
	Fig. S 16.  Optimal flagella shape parameters (amplitude , wavelength , and # wavelengths ) with respect to Swimming Efficiency  (panels A, C, E) and Chemotactic SNR  (panels B, D, F); in the latter case, flagella were constrained to have an arclength...
	Fig. S 17.  Ratio of Swimming Efficiency  corresponding to original flagellar orientation used throughout this study (see e.g. Fig. S 3) to  corresponding to an alternative flagellar orientation (see Fig. S 4.)  Flagella shape (i.e. , , and ) for each...
	Fig. S 18.  Fits of Pareto-optimal regions resulting from tradeoffs between different sets of tasks to the region of morphospace occupied by observed species medians (dots with black line indicating enclosing boundary).  In each case, Goodness of Fit ...
	Fig. S 19.  Relative swimming efficiency versus elongation  for straight rods modeled as ellipsoids and capsules according to this study, Dusenbery (11), and Shum et al. (14).  In all cases, relative efficiency is efficiency normalized to that of a sp...
	Table S 1.  Definitions of symbols and abbreviations used in this paper.
	Table S2.  Curved rod morphological survey data for each image in our dataset, assembled using MicrobeJ (8).  The 2nd sheet, aggregated images, is a list of the sets of images for each species that were aggregated when taking medians due to having the...
	Table S3.  Curved rod morphological survey data, aggregated to the level of species medians, used to create Fig. 1 and Fig. S 2.
	Movie S1.  “Race” between several model bacteria paired with their efficiency-optimized flagella, their temporal swimming kinematics rescaled such that each dissipates the same flagellar power , and their trajectories aligned in space.  Morphologies a...
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